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'e correlation between the a(ective disorders and the almost ubiquitous pathological oxidative stress can be described in a
multifactorial way, as an importantmechanismof central nervous system impairment.Whether the obvious changes which occur in
oxidative balance of the a(ective disorders are a part of the constitutivemechanism or a collateral e(ect yet remains as an interesting
question. However it is now clear that oxidative stress is a component of these disorders, being characterized by di(erent aspects in
a disease-dependent manner. Still, there are a lot of controversies regarding the relevance of the oxidative stress status inmost of the
a(ective disorders and despite the fact thatmost of the studies are showing that the a(ective disorders development can be correlated
to increased oxidative levels, there are various studies stating that oxidative stress is not linked with the mood changing tendencies.
'us, in this minireview we decided to describe the way in which oxidative stress is involved in the a(ective disorders development,
by focusing on the main oxidative stress markers that could be used mechanistically and therapeutically in these de)ciencies, the
genetic perspectives, some antioxidant approaches, and the relevance of some animal models studies in this context.

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, a strong link between the in*amma-
tory, oxidant, mitochondrial, and apoptotic markers versus
the cognitive decline has been developed and theorized [#].
It seems that all these pathological background features are
somehow molecularly linked, leading to a complex inter-
action between the cellular/molecular control and causes-
e(ects conditioning.'is is why, generally speaking, most of
the neuropsychiatric disorders causes that are leading to the
known and seen symptoms are a rather problematic matter
to determine and to successfully discriminate from other col-
lateral features. In this way, the neuropsychiatric diseases still
remain partly unknown due to a multifactorial background.
'is may be the reasonwhy no e+cient speci)c treatment has

been yet developed, the therapy relying only on symptomatic
alleviation [!–,].

'is is also the case for the a(ective disorders or mood
disorders, which are a group of well-studied related psychi-
atric disorders which have common socioa(ective features
and can accompany unipolar, bipolar, or schizoa(ective
syndromes [&]. 'e main spectrum is constituted of several
psychiatric pathological conditions which occur in di(er-
ent combinations determining variable social or a(ective
behaviour classi)ed as mood impairments. 'e mainly
known a(ective disorders are depressive disorder (DD), anx-
iety disorder (ANX), obsessive-compulsive disease (OCD),
panic disorder (PD), and posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Obviously, these pathological behaviours can gain
di(erent shades (Figure #) in developing other a(ective
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F-./01 #: A(ective disorders vertical classi)cation (ADHD: attention de)cit and hyperactivity disorder; PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder;
OCD: obsessive-compulsive disorder). Some of the symptoms for the a(ective disorders are quite distinct between the a(ective variants
groups, while the main a(ective disorders (ANX, DD, PTSD, OSD, and PD) are more likely symptom combinations of the groups.'erefore,
ANX, MDD, and PTSD exhibit both self-control discrepancies, as observed in bulimia, impulse-control impairment, or attention de)cits,
and physiological control alterations, such as irritable bowel disease, frequent migraines, or chronic pain. Furthermore, on the opposite side
standOCD and PD, which exhibit mainly social impairments, such as oppositional-de)ant behaviour, social anxiety, and di(erent personality
discrepancies, as well as physiological impairments. In this way, it seems that the major a(ective syndromes can be classi)ed given the general
symptomatology tendencies in two groups: self-control-associated syndromes (DD, ANX, and PTSD) and social-hurdle syndromes (OCD,
PD) (based on [$]).

variants such as self-control impairments, physiological con-
trol impairments, and social impairments [$].

Also, it seems that several cellular and molecular features
of the a(ective disorders are quite similar, disregarding the
speci)c clinical symptomatology. In this way, one of these
aspects is oxidative stress status, which seems to be implicated
in most of the di(erent a(ective disorders, since it has been
shown that increased oxidative damage occurs quite o2en
in depression [3–4], anxiety [4, #"], bipolar disorder (BD)
[#"–#,], panic disorder (PD) [#&, #$], and also in obsessive-
compulsive disorder [#3].

Oxidative stress can be easily de)ned as the condition
arising from the imbalance between toxic reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and the antioxidant systems [#]. Shortly, the
most studied ROS are the superoxide anion (O2!), hydroxyl
radical (HO!), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), nitric oxide (NO),
peroxyl (ROO!), and reactive aldehyde (ROCH), while on
the other side these reactive species are dealt with by the body
in several ways, including the usage of the antioxidant
enzymes (e.g., superoxide dismutase, SOD, that catalyzes the
conversion of superoxide radicals to hydrogen peroxide,
which is then converted into water by glutathione perox-
idase, GPX, and catalase, CAT), as our group previously
demonstrated on di(erent occasions through most of the
neuropsychiatric disorders [#5–!&].

Moreover, various tissues have di(erent susceptibilities
to oxidative stress. In fact, the correlation between the
oxidative stress status and a(ective disorders development
could arise from the vulnerability of central nervous system
(CNS) to oxidative damage. Oxygen related free radicals and

reactive species are both produced by the body, primarily
as the result of the aerobic metabolism [!$]. In the intra-
and extraneuronal environment, these molecules have also
important functions, such as synaptic plasticity and memory
regulation [!3]. More than that, the CNS tissues are rich
in lipid molecules which are an easy target for oxidation
reactions of the pathways in which they are involved [!5]. In
addition, the metabolism of some neurotransmitters is also
based on redox potential transmission [!4].

In this way, it has been shown, for example, that neuroin-
*ammatory pathways activation together with CNS oxidative
and nitrosative stress could play an important role in theDD’s
pathophysiological background [%"]. Interestingly, it seems
that ROS and RNS can cause immune response aberrations
alongside molecular membranes structural alteration leading
to immunogenic properties that could alert the immune
system in the presence of oxidized fatty acids.'is would be
pathway throughwhichDNA, proteins, lipids, andmitochon-
dria damages can lead to the dysfunctions observed in DD
[%#].

Broad mitochondrial dysfunctions have also been
reported in the context of ROS and RNS overproduction
described in BD. As mitochondria are the most active
organelles in ROS/RNS production, it seems that they also
contribute to a(ective disorders pathological mechanisms. It
has been shown that, in BD, the occurrence of mitochondrial
DNA mutations and the occurrence of other mitochondrial
diseases are rather high [%!]. 'is could be the reason why
mitochondrial metabolism correction could actually result
in some alleviation of BD symptomatology [%%].
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In addition, a strong link between oxidative stress and
anxiety-related phenotypes has been observed [%,]. In this
way, using genetically ANX-predisposed mice strains, the
correlation between several antioxidant enzymes such as
glutathione reductase-# or glyoxalase-# hyperactivity and
intense anxiety behaviour has been described. Since then,
many of the studies showed that ANX is a GABAergic and
serotonergic modulated condition (as reviewed by [%&]).
'us, it seems that both GABA and &-HT are involved in
the modulation of anxiety responses in the brain. Regarding
the GABA release modulation, it seems that in anxiety the
most important aspect is the &-HT capacity to modulate
the excitability of GABAergic interneurons. Several detailed
studies on hippocampal response to serotonin stimulation
via dorsal raphe )bers showed that serotonin speci)cally
targets a subset of hippocampal interneurons involved in
GABA B-mediated feed forward inhibition [%$]. Moreover,
GABA-A receptor agonists were showed to inhibit untrained
anxiety reactions. In this way, intrahippocampal infusions of
glutamatergic, serotonergic, and cholinergic compounds are
thought to produce reliable antianxiety e(ects [%3].

Also, GABA release modulation has been observed in
other brain areas involved in anxiety behaviour regulation,
such as dentate gyrus, which plays important roles in gener-
ating contextual memories of fear; entorhinal cortex, which
modulates contextual fear memory extinction; piriform cor-
tex which consists in amygdala, the fear center, frontal cortex
involved in subcortical fear response, and anterior cingulate
cortex-remote contextual fear memory [%5].

Furthermore, a clear connection between fear response
and oxidative damage was established being given that
glyoxalase # cytotoxic substrate, methylglyoxal, is one of the
well-known GABA agonists and also a potent modulator in
oxidative stress and apoptosis [%4]. In this way, Hassan
et al. [,"] demonstrated a close interaction between brain
antioxidant system genes expression (glutathione reductase
# and glyoxalase #) and anxiety-like behaviour. Furthermore,
the link between oxidative stress and emotional stress, such as
fear and phobia, is based on the oxidative impairment caused
in the brain by the imperfect gene expression that leads to
oxidative and enzymatic unbalance. However themodulation
properties of ROS on glutathione reductase # and glyoxalase
# genes expression are yet unclear, as Hassan et al. [,"] based
their conclusions on lentiviral-modulated gene expression.
'e fact that antioxidant enzymes’ genes overexpression was
observed in fear-controlling brain areas in the absence of
oxidative stimuli leads to the conclusion that there might
be other stress-controlled mechanisms that are involved in
anxiety-like behaviour occurrence.

Moreover, Hassan et al. [,"] showed that oxidative stress
may actually be the leading cause of ANX, while Masood
group [,#] found that glutathione synthesis inhibition may
induce hippocampal and amygdala oxidative stress, leading
to the assumption that hippocampal oxidative stress and
ANX could be indeed connected.

In PD context, the latest studies also describe a strong
connection between antioxidant enzymes activity and panic
symptomatology [,!, ,%]. For instance, a certain phenotypic
formula in antioxidant defensemay be associatedwith gender

speci)c PD development. 'us, the Pro#45Leu polymor-
phism of the glutathione peroxidase # gene seems to partic-
ipate in the development of anxiety-like behavioural pheno-
types. Also, PD was newly characterized as an anxiety spec-
trum disorder due to the similarities between the oxidative
mechanisms [,,].

In the same way, it seems that mitochondrial dysfunction
could be an important mechanism for the pathology of OCD
[,&]. Moreover, a correlation between mitochondrial disor-
ders and oxidative stress inOCDwas revealed due to a genetic
variability of manganese-dependent superoxide dismutase
and a small mitochondrial protein [,$]. More than that,
an oxidative imbalance has been reported in OCD patients,
but unfortunately the exact pathway in which oxidative
stress is implicated in OCD is still partially unclear [#3].

'e exact correlation between MDD and oxidative stress
is also a major concern, since a close connection between
glutamatergic hyperactivity and depression has been postu-
lated [,3]. Glutamate is the predominant excitatory neuro-
transmitter being responsible for synaptic plasticity, learning,
memory, and locomotion.'e glutamatergic systemnaturally
regulates the glutamate concentrations in the synaptic sha2
via both neuronal and glial receptors. Several stressful stimuli
lead to excessive release of glutamate into the synapse that
can cause glutamatergic hyperactivity, neurotoxicity, and cell
death when neuronal receptors extendedly activated. Follow-
ing excessive glutamate release, a decrease in brain GABA
is observed since glutamate is being used by the brain to
synthetize GABA [,5]. Standing several brain imaging stud-
ies are also supporting this hypothesis, which showed that
acute depression is associated with low prefrontal and occip-
ital cortex GABA concentrations [,4].

'us, alongside presynaptic downregulation of GABAer-
gic system, and therefore GABAergic neurons activity reduc-
tion, GABA-A receptor function may be impaired [&"]. Fur-
thermore, GABA(A) mediated neuronal inhibition induced
by pre- and postsynaptic sites interaction with ROS may also
contribute to the development of neuronal damage leading to
neurotransmission impairments [&#]. Also, several studies
suggest that the glutamatergic system dysfunction is obvious
due to the exceptional e+ciency of ketamine in MDD treat-
ment.

More speci)c studies on this aspect showed that increased
NMDA receptor activity and glutamatergic synapse impair-
ment are leading to depressive behaviour when localized in
the prefrontal cortex. In this way, several studies managed to
demonstrate equally hyperactive NMDA receptors and gluta-
matergic synapses both in depressive patients and in animal
models of depressive behaviour [&!, &%].'us, increased glu-
tamate levels could lead to free radical formation by xanthine
oxidase, for example, and further production of oxygen rad-
icals and oxidative neurological damage. Also, nitric oxide-
related toxicity caused by peroxynitrite formation in NO and
superoxide anions reaction results in micro)lament tyrosine
residues nitration [&,]. At the same time, Mg-SOD activity,
which is positively modulated by ROS accumulation, could
inhibit themitochondrial respiratory chain and the glutamate
transporter and therefore lead to glutamate-induced neuro-
toxicity [&&].
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However, MDD has been characterized as a progres-
sive stage-related process of neurodegeneration caused by
apoptosis, reduced neurogenesis or neuronal plasticity, and
increased autoimmune responses. 'us, increased oxidative
stress markers and neuroin*ammation have been reported in
the blood of depressed patients [&$], but the molecular path-
ways through which impaired redox homeostasis interacts
with the immune-in*ammatory system in relation to MDD
are still not clear.

Of course, there are still a lot of controversies regarding
the relevance of the oxidative stress status in most of the
a(ective disorders and despite the fact thatmost of the studies
are showing that the a(ective disorders development can be
correlated to increased oxidative levels (as we showed for
most of the shortly described studies above), there are also
some distinct studies reporting that oxidative stress may not
be linked in any way, for example, with PTSD [&3, &5].

'us, in this minireview we decided to describe the way
in which oxidative stress is involved in the a(ective disorders
development, by focusing on the main oxidative stress mark-
ers that could be used mechanistically and therapeutically
in these de)ciencies, genetic perspectives, and antioxidant
approaches, as well as the relevance of some animal models
studies in this context.

2. Methodology

'e information gathered for this review was searched in
the main available databases (e.g., ScienceDirect, PubMed/
Medline, Embase, and Google Scholar) taking into consid-
eration just the articles in the English language.'e selection
process was conducted regardless of the articles publication
date and included articles up to March !"#$. Firstly, the
publications were screened by title, then by abstract content,
and then by full content.'is inquiry was conducted by three
separate researchers (Ioana Miruna Balmus, Alin Ciobica,
and Iulia Antioch). Any di(erences of opinions were solution
by common consent.

3. The Relevance of Some Oxidative
Stress Markers and Their Mechanisms in
the Affective Disorders

Currently, many hypotheses are describing the a(ective
impairments. Depression development, for example, relies
on psychological, psychosocial, hereditary, evolutionary, and
biological combined factors. In this way, most of the theories
rely on the monoamine hypothesis which states that sero-
tonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine can assist the devel-
opment of depression in a concentration-dependent manner.
'us, serotonin is thought to modulate other neurotransmit-
ter systems and therefore any changes in its concentration
may lead to unusual or aberrant neurotransmission [&5].
Low serotonin levels are promoting low norepinephrine
levels which could lead to DD [###]. Correlated to this, a
widely known hypothesis stated that certain monoamine
neurotransmitters can lead to a(ective impairments: nore-
pinephrine de)citsmay be related to alertness and energy loss

leading to anxiety, attention de)cits, and loss of interest in
life, while serotonin de)cits is related to anxiety, obsessions,
compulsions, and dopamine system impairment to attention
and motivation loss [##!]. Still, many limitations of the
monoamine hypothesis led to the conclusion that DD may
be rather complex almost certainlymultifactorial [##%, ##,]. In
this way oxidative stress and itsmainmarkers could represent
some viable solution for the understanding and for a better
management of some a(ective disorders.

In fact, clinical trials were the primary source of evidence
that oxidative stress could be implicated in the pathogenesis
of the a(ective disorders. In this way, it was shown that the
mood stabilizers and antidepressant therapies possess high
antioxidant potential [##&]. Also, other studies showed that
some oxidative stress markers are normalizing during or a2er
the speci)c therapy applied for the a(ective episodes, suggest-
ing that antidepressants could actually reduce oxidative stress
levels [##$]. In this way, it was actually shown that several
antidepressants such as tianeptine [##3], escitalopram [##5],
venlafaxine [##4], or mirtazapine [#!"] could exert antioxi-
dant e(ects.

However, there are still a lot of controversies about this
subject, since some authors such as Bilici et al. showed
that the administration of some selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs) for %months is generating a normalization
in levels for some oxidative stress markers such as some
antioxidative enzyme activities and lipid markers [#!#] or
the Ga6ecki group, which demonstrated that *uoxetine given
together with acetylsalicylic acid is decreasing the oxidative
stress levels in patients with major depression disorder
(MDD) [#!!], while on the other side the group of Sarandol
stated no signi)cant modi)cations in the oxidative stress
levels a2er venlafaxine and sertraline administration for $
weeks and/or the sameGa6ecki research group, which showed
no modi)cations at all in the levels of some oxidative stress
markers such as the glutathione peroxidase a2er % months
of *uoxetine treatment [#!%, #!,]. In this way, one possible
explanation for this lack of homogenous results could be
represented also by the dosage of antidepressant used, since,
for example, ,"mgof*uoxetine could exert some antioxidant
e(ects [#!&], which are not visible in other studies that used #"
or !"mg, as in the aforementioned Ga6ecki et al. study [#!$]
(as also described in [#4]).

In fact, in MDD, while most of the authors have generally
described decreased levels of GPX and increased levels of
malondialdehyde (MDA), as a lipid peroxidation marker
[#!%, #!$], there are also controversies regarding the speci)c
activity of some antioxidant enzymes such as SOD,whichwas
reported to be decreased in patients withMDD [&$], showing
no signi)cantmodi)cations when compared to controls [#!3]
or a signi)cant increase in most of the studies [#!%, #!,, #!5,
#!4].

As we also mentioned before when we described the
levels of SOD in some neuropsychiatric disorders [#4, #%"]
this could be perhaps explained by the fact that SOD
represents the )rst enzyme to get in contact with the free
radicals and its increase may suggest some compensatory
actions. However, when the speci)c activity of both SOD
and GPX us decreasing, this will lead to an accumulation of
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hydrogen peroxide that will stimulate in a cascade of the lipid
peroxidation processes and protein oxidation, which could
explain some pathological manifestations observed in these
disorders.

In this way, it seems that lipid peroxidation is an impor-
tant component of the oxidative stress status observed in
depression [#%#]. In fact, our group showed that subclassifying
depression into di(erent stages, based on chronicity (e.g., )rst
episode versus recurrent depression), can actually predict
signi)cant di(erences in the levels of some lipid peroxidation
markers such as MDA and also in the speci)c activity of
the main antioxidant enzymes such as SOD and GPX [#4].
'us, perhaps an increased production of oxygen and nitro-
gen reactive species in these patients could generate a rapid
consumption of the plasmatic antioxidants. 'us, in a so-
called vicious cycle in the various staging of these a(ective
pathologies, we could face an inadequate antioxidant enzy-
matic activity incapable of counteracting increased concen-
trations of free radicals and in*ammatory processes, as we
will show immediately. Moreover, similar facts were showed
by our group in the case of the mild cognitive impairment
and AD patients [#5], so the aforementioned aspects could
represent perhaps an important pathway in the development
of these neuropsychiatric disorders.

Coming back to MDD, Dimopoulos et al. group [#%!]
showed that plasma levels of isoprostane-5-epi-prostaglandin
F! alpha gets unusually high in elder patients with depressive
symptoms. Moreover, Müller et al. [#%%] propose a new
marker of oxidative stress, based on the fact that the brain
membrane lipids are very important in depressive and anx-
iety disorders progression. In this way, it seems that low
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) levels can be correlated
with low antioxidant protection and an increased n-% PUFA
supply may reduce mood-related behaviours [#%%]. In fact, it
seems that omega-% fatty acids may actually alleviate some
depression-related e(ects [#%,]. In this way, as we will insist
on the last chapter of this review, dedicated to the possible
antioxidant therapeutic approaches in most of the a(ective
disorders treatment, several recent studies also showed that
eicosapentaenoic acid supplementation was actually quite
e(ective against primary depression [#%&]. Moreover, it has
been also observed that GPX homologues could exert some
antidepressant e(ects [#%$, #%3], while Brown et al. [#%5]
demonstrated that lipid peroxidation, DNA/RNA damage,
and nitric oxide levels could be relevant markers in theMDD
pathology.

As mentioned, several recent studies such as the one
of Black et al. in !"#& [5] revealed that both 5-hydroxy-
!-deoxyguanosine (5-OHdG) and F!-isoprostanes are
increased in depression, suggesting a strong implication
of in*ammation and oxidative stress in its pathological
mechanisms. Moreover, this recent )nding supports the
hypothesis that increased metabolic stress is present in
depression contributing to its high somatic morbidity and
mortality. In fact, there are opinions in the literature that
MDD could be considered an in*ammatory disorder, as
judgedmainly by the increased levels of the proin*ammatory
cytokines, such as interleukin-#b, interleukin-$, or tumor
necrosis factor-alpha [#%4]. 'ere is also a “vicious cycle”

of pathogenic manifestations in this case, considering that
depression could be correlated to an increased production
of proin*ammatory cytokines that, in turn, would lead to
increased oxidative stress [#,", #,#], while also decreased
levels of antioxidants/antioxidant enzymes could generate
increased in*ammatory response [#,!].

Brain antioxidant de)ciencies also contribute to an
oxidative damage which was observed in BD. In this way,
glutathione was found in low concentrations in the pre-
frontal regions of bipolar patients [#,%], while downregula-
tions of important antioxidant enzymes (such as superoxide
dismutase #, glutathione peroxidase ,, and glutathione S-
transferase) were observed in hippocampus [#,,]. More-
over, considering that the thiobarbituric reactive substances
(peroxidized species of lipids or lipid complexes) can easily
change protein conformations and therefore disturbing lipid
messengers signalling systems [#,&, #,$], some authors found
that, in BD, the oxidative stress to lipid structures could
actually increase in a stage-dependent manner, disregarding
the mood episode [#,3, #,5]. On the other hand, as the nitric
oxide is involved in the excessive release of glutamate and
abnormal reactions to thiol proteic groups [!$], it seems that
the role of glutamate-induced oxidative stress via nitric oxide
could be also extremely relevant in BD [#,5].

In addition, groups such as the one lead by Grande et al.
[#,4] or Vieta et al. [#&"] suggested that alongside the
progression of the BD, several markers such as neurotrophins
and in*ammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor-alpha
(TNFa)) could be well correlated to the pathological evolu-
tion of the disorder. Moreover, Kapczinski et al. [#&#] stated
even from !""4 that TNFa levels could represent an impor-
tant marker in the bipolar disorder staging.

Also, it was stated that the lipid peroxidation processes
could represent an important biomarker in BD progression,
togetherwith 5-OHdG,which can cause improper translation
and protein aggregation [#&!] and with &-hydroxymethyl-
cytosine (&-HmC) [#&%].

Moreover, it seems that oxidative stress can alter brain
activity through similar mechanisms, but with di(erent
visible behavioural manifestations. In this way, glyoxalase #
is an enzyme which protects against carbonyl stress, reaction
controlled by glutathione as a cofactor for this enzyme [#&,].
On the ground that glutathione reductase # and glyoxalase #
are antioxidant factors which are highly correlated to ANX
behaviour, many studies have been conducted in order to
)nd the nature of this correlation. 'us, Hovatta et al. [%%]
showed that overexpression of the glutathione reductase
# and glyoxalase # gene leads to anxiety-like behaviours,
while inhibition of glyoxalase # expression produces only
low intensity anxiety-like behaviours. Also, based on the fact
that excessive ROS accumulation induces overexpression of
these genes and therefore intense activity of the enzymes, it
can be speculated that they could regulate ANX. However,
there are also controversial results in this area of research,
since these )ndings were discordant with other studies which
showed that glyoxalase #may be a marker for the trait anxiety
[#&&, #&$].

Also,mechanistically speaking anxiety could be related to
low levels of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) occurrence
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F-./01 !: Behavioural tests battery used in depression/anxiety assessment [#$&]. Due to the fact that depressive and anxious behaviours are
interconnected, and in some cases interdependent, it is very important for the di(erence of anxiety as a trait or as a symptom, for example, to
be clearly de)ned.'us, several evaluation techniques can only evaluate depressive behaviour (the tests shown in the le2 side of the picture),
being useful in determining clear depressive traits. On the opposite side the typical anxious behaviour techniques stand which are meant to
evaluate general and conditioned anxiety, while in the middle the depressive-related anxiety techniques stand, which can be used in both
depression and anxiety evaluation.'is aspect can be crucial when elaborating complex hypothesis regarding common symptomatology and
behaviour which leads to elucidating information in a(ective syndromes etiology.

which is reducing brain activity [#&3]. In this way, either over-
activation or underinhibition can lead to cortical and limbic
glutamate neurotransmission throughN-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors that is linked to an excess of stimu-
latory glutamate, calcium in*ux, or insu+cient GABA or
GABA receptor function de)cits. Additionally, the research
on the GABAergic system has been performed on PD and
OCD animal models and patients [#&5, #&4], demonstrating
also that oxidative metabolism can a(ect the regulation of
ANX behaviour. In this way, it has been shown that in
oxidant conditions and due to the lipid-rich constitution of
brain, lipid peroxidation increases which causes membrane
*uidity impairment and probably impairments in receptors,
enzymes, and ion channels functions [#$"]. 'erefore, it is
quite possible that oxidative stress could alter neurotrans-
mission, cell signalling, and therefore brain activity in these
pathologies [#$#].

4. Oxidative Stress Implications in Some
Animal Models of Affective Disorders

To this date, the generation of various animal models is
considered an extremely valuable tool in understanding
the mechanisms behind a variety of speci)c diseases. Also,

animal models are widely and e+ciently used in the a(ective
disorders research area, considering the obvious ethical
constraints in using human subjects and the impossibility to
control the human individual variability [#,,].

Of course, the animal models are not the perfect repre-
sentation of the complex human diseases, especially consid-
ering the fact that psychiatric concepts such as self-esteem,
recurrent thoughts of death [#$!], or fear of losing control
[#$%] are not reproducible in this case. Instead, they are
created to mimic certain characteristics of the disease or a
behavioural dimension speci)c to that psychiatric pathology
(e.g., a(ective disease in this case) [#$,].

Due to this fact, it is extremely important to correctly
assess the speci)c a(ective spectrum behaviour. In order to
do this, there are many behavioural tests which can be suc-
cessfully used. A more comprehensive example is presented
in Figure !, in regard to the various tests which can assess
depressive and anxious behaviour.

Also, these animal models must ful)ll several criteria to
be validated. For this reason, they must be comparable to the
human dysfunction in the aspects of symptomatology (face
validity), treatment manners (predictive validity), similar
causative neurobiological factors (construct validity), and
common etiology (etiological validity) [&4]. Another aspect
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that must be met is repeatability between laboratories and
various studies [$"].

Constantly, new models are designed or the existing ones
are improved due to the need of a higher accuracy. It is
also the case of a(ective disorders modelling in animals con-
sidering ethological aspects, genetics, surgical procedures,
chemical induction, or their combination resulting in a
multitude of animal models (Table #).

In this way, it seems that oxidative impairments observed
in the animal models of a(ective disorders are somehow
similar to the disparities found in humans. 'us, Brocardo’s
team, for example, demonstrated the presence of increased
levels of oxidative damage in a rat model of fetal alcohol
exposure, in which they created the conditions of anxiety-
and depression-like behaviour. 'ey recorded signi)cantly
higher levels of lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation
measured in the hippocampus and cerebellum,while physical
exercising displayed protective e(ects in this matter and
increased the rates of glutathione [#",].

Also, it was showed that in BD animal models there are
various alterations for the protein oxidationmarkers, with the
speci)c activity of SOD and CAT being increased and GPX
activity decreased. Also, the levels of lipid peroxidationmark-
ers were found to be increased, which correlated to low rates
of glutathione and vitamin C. Moreover, the administration
of lithium and valproate in these cases was associated with a
signi)cant reduction for the lipid peroxidation processes in
the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex [4"–4%].

In other several models of depression in rats it was
showed that these animals exhibit alterations of some oxida-
tive mechanisms in the form of glutathione levels depletion,
decrease in GPX speci)c activity, lower levels of vitamin C,
or increased rates of lipid peroxidation and nitric oxides
[#$$, #$3]. Another study also showed that lamotrigine,
aripiprazole, and escitalopram exerted some protective e(ects
against depression linked GPX, glutathione, and vitamin
C de)ciency and also decreased lipid peroxidation levels.
Moreover, from the aforementioned three drugs, it seems
that lamotriginewas associatedwith the strongest antioxidant
protective abilities [#$5].

Also, we can mention here the study of Kumar group,
which used an immobilization stress animal model of anxiety
and proved that the six-hour time spent in restraint could
considerably increase the brain concentrations of lipid per-
oxidation markers and nitrite in the animals. Furthermore,
the same anxiety model had important e(ects on brain glu-
tathione and catalase rates whichwere signi)cantly decreased
compared to the control group [#"&].

Another animal model of a(ective disorder induced
by ouabain (African plant derived toxic substance) single
intracerebroventricular injection which actually couldmimic
the conditions of mania and that is course characteristic to
the bipolar disorder resulted in increased thiobarbituric acid
reactive substances (TBARS) and carbonyl levels especially
in the frontal cortex and hippocampus area, while elevated
SOD activity and reduced CAT speci)c activity were also
reported in the aforementioned central areas [4&]. Moreover,
the same group showed that sodium butyrate (e.g., with the
inhibition of Na+/K+-ATPase produced by ouabain) could

counteract the oxidative alterations induced by speci)c toxin
administration, through the reversal of the protein and lipid
disturbances found in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex
of injected rats and by increasing CAT speci)c activity [#$4].

In addition phenelzine, which is a monoamine oxidase
inhibitor drug, showed great antioxidative defense potential,
being capable of reducing the reactive oxygen species for-
mation and the scavenging proprieties of hydrogen peroxide
[#3"]. Also venlafaxine, a drug from the selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors group, was able to reverse the de)cits in
glutathione (GSH) rates and also to decrease the levels of
hippocampal MDA and nitric oxide (NO) induced by the
speci)c stress depression tests such as forced swim test and
tail suspension [#3#].

In addition, the well-known antioxidant ascorbic acid
[#3!] was reported to reverse oxidative damage in an induced
model of depressive disorder, as compared to *uoxetine-
treated controls, by mainly increasing the speci)c activity of
CAT and glutathione reductase [#"5].

Oxidative unbalance was also demonstrated in anxiety
models by mainly pointing out the presence of increased
lipid peroxidation, protein carboxylation, and protein thiol
oxidation and decreased vitamin E levels [#"4, #3%].

Furthermore, other evidences of oxidative stress in an
anxiety rat model of social stress were demonstrated by an
important increase of plasma 5-isoprostane and hippocam-
pus protein carbonylation, but interestingly without any
changes in prefrontal cortex and amygdala regions [#"3].

Also, decreased antioxidant enzyme rates ofMn SOD and
Cu/Zn SOD in the hippocampus were found in a modi)ed
model of resident-intruder paradigm to highlight social stress
(e.g., social defeat model) [##"].

In addition, employing a model of PTSD induced by a
single prolonged stress, it was noticed that the decreased
levels of glutathione reductase found in the amygdala signif-
icantly elevated when grape powder treatment was applied.
Also, when grape powder was given before the inducing of
PTSDmodel, it was observed that raises in oxidative rates and
in*ammation were prevented, as proven, for example, by the
analysis of plasma 5-isoprostane levels [#3,].

In addition, by using a chronic social isolation model
which is designed to induce depressive and anxiety-like
behaviour in rats, some other authors studied the e(ect on
the hepatic oxidative stress and in*ammation levels for olan-
zapine, an atypical antipsychotic that is also used sometimes
as an adjuvant in anxiety or depressive states of bipolar
disorder [#3&]. In this way, they saw that although the drug
was able to reverse decreased hepatic glutathione levels, it
did not alter the elevated hepatic proin*ammatory cytokines,
possibly indicating that itmight have favourable antioxidative
proprieties, but no e(ect on in*ammation [#3$]. In fact, it
has been observed a2er studying the e(ects of treatments
with typical and atypical antipsychotics that while the )rst
ones presented mainly prooxidant e(ects [#33–#34], the latter
has proven to have an important antioxidant capacity [#5",
#5#]. Also, our group previously showed some important
antioxidant modi)cations for some atypical antipsychotics
such as quetiapine, olanzapine, and risperidone [#%"].
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T7891 #: Main animal models for the a(ective disorders (adapted from [&4–$%]).

Induction method Modelled a(ective
disorders feature Experiment design Description

Natural behaviour Repetitive/stereotypic
behaviour [$,] Repetitive behaviour in anxiety assessment tests Obsessive-compulsive-like behaviour in common

anxiety

Drug administration

Bipolar disorder-associated
hyperactivity [$&]

Locomotor activity evaluation in psychostimulants
administration Psychostimulants can cause hyperactivity

Drug-induced anxiety [$$]
Pentylenetetrazol, sodium lactate,
m-chlorophenylpiperazine, cholecystokinin
administration

Several drugs can be used to generate anxiogenic
responses

Withdrawal-induced
depression [$3] Addictive substances administration Depression can also occur as a speci)c symptom of

drug withdrawal

Physiological stress

Manic-like behaviour [$5] Locomotor activity, aggressivity, changes in sexual
activity during sleep deprivation Sleep deprivation (>3! h) causes manic-like behaviour

Hyperthermia induced
anxiety [$4]

Anxiety assessment in high environmental
temperatures

Anxiety-like behaviour can be induced by high
environment temperatures

Helplessness-induced
depression [3"] Iterative physiological stress

Animals learn that no escape conditions are provided;
therefore they fail to exhibit escape behaviour also in
the absence of the stimuli

Psychological stress

Resident-intruder
paradigm-based
aggressivity [3#]

Locomotor activity, aggressivity, changes in sexual
activity during social stress

Aggressive behaviour can be a collateral e(ect in
resident-intruder paradigm

Ultrasonic
vocalizations-induced
anxiety [3!, 3%]

Ultrasonic distress in mouse pups separated from their
mothers 'e decrease in the number of calls, anxiolytic e(ect

Hyponeophagia-induced
anxiety [3,]

Feeding behaviour during/a2er anxiogenic stimulus of
novelty Novelty in food or environment suppressed feeding

Maternal deprivation
[3&, 3$] Maternal deprivation during early postnatal phases

Although controverted, maternal deprivation during
infancy can cause depressive disorders occurrence in
early adulthood

Resident-intruder
paradigm and social
defeat-based depression
[33]

Depression assessment in males during consecutive
cohabituation

Males can be exposed to psychological stress as a result
of consecutive habitation in cages

Social
hierarchization-based
depression [35]

Depressive behaviour in tree shrews social hierarchy
and subordination

Natural depressive behaviour can occur in di(erent
species as a result to social hierarchy
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T7891 #: Continued.

Induction method Modelled a(ective
disorders feature Experiment design Description

Con*ictual stimuli

Vogel-punished drinking
[34] Hydration habits in anxiety Drinking behaviour is altered when anxiogenic stimuli

are applied
Geller-Sei2er task [5"] Feeding behaviour in anxiogenic stimulation Feeding behaviour is altered when anxiogenic stimuli

are applied
Cognitive Pavlovian [5#] Behavioural changes in Pavlovian conditions When disagreeable stimuli are applied anxiety

behaviour occurs

Neurosurgical model Olfactory bulbectomy [5!] Behavioural assessment a2er olfactory bulbectomy Speci)c depressive behaviour occurs a2er olfactory
bulb removal

Neurodevelopmental model Clomipramine
administration [5%]

Anxiety behaviour in neonatal clomipramine
administration

Baby rats exposed to repeated injections of
clomipramine develop anxiety-like features in
adulthood

Genetic engineering

Selective breeding [5,] Manic behaviour assessment in di(erent strains Particular strain-speci)c behavioural features

Selective breeding [5&] Anxious behaviour during selective breeding In order to maximize anxious behaviour, the animals
are either inbred or outbred

Single gene manipulation
[5$] Anxious phenotyping and single gene manipulation Knock-out and transgenic mice based on anxiety genes

manipulation

Selective breeding [53, 55] Depressive behaviour during selective breeding
A strong genetic predisposition to depression can be
obtained through high depressive behaviour strains
breeding

Genetic and ontogenetic
modelling [54] Genetic and ontogenetic modelling of depressive traits Forward or reverse genetic techniques facilitate

blockade or stimulation of neuronal activity
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T7891 !: Short overview for the oxidative stress modi)cations in some a(ective disorders in animal models.

Followed disease Animal model/test Oxidative disturbances

Bipolar disorder

Manic phase, induced with amphetamine

Brain: ! SOD production; ! TBARS [4"]! protein and lipid oxidative damage [4#]" SOD: " CAT speci)c activity [4!]! lipid peroxidation [4%]! protein aggregation of ,-HNE (a major product of
lipid peroxidation) [4,]

Manic phase, chronic amphetamine
administration

Submitochondrial fragments of prefrontal cortex and
hippocampus: ! superoxide production [4#]" GSH-Px; " glutathione; " vitamin C [4%]

Manic phase, induced with ouabain
! TBARS; ! superoxide production; ! carbonyl content
[4&–45]! SOD; " CAT [4&]

Depression

Chronic mild stress ! superoxide in hippocampus; ! TBARS in cortex [44]" antioxidant GST gene expression [#""]
Olfactory bulbectomy model " CAT in blood stream; " GSH; " GSH-Px; ! SOD [#"#]
Chronic unpredictable mild stress
(CUMS)

! liver MDA; " TAC (total antioxidant capability); "
GSH; " SOD; " CAT [#"!]

Swimming restraint " plasma GSH; " plasma TBARS [#"%]

Anxiety

Fetal alcohol exposure Hippocampus, cerebellum: ! lipid peroxidation; !
protein oxidation; " GSH [#",]

Immobilization stress ! lipid peroxidation; ! nitrite; " GSH; " CAT [#"&]

Chronic social isolation Hepatic levels: " GSH; " glutathione reductase; ! CAT;! glutathione S-transferase [#"$]
Ovariectomy-induced Plasma: ! 5-isoprostane; hippocampus: ! protein

carbonylation [#"3]

PLTP knock-out model " vitamin E; ! oxidative stress markers in phospholipid
transfer protein knock-out mice [#"5]

Vit. A subacute supplementation
! lipid peroxidation; ! protein carbonylation; ! protein
thiol oxidation; SOD and CAT, altered, induced by
vitamin A [#"4]

Posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD)
model

Single prolonged stress Amygdala: " glutathione reductase; plasma: !
5-isoprostanes levels [##"]

Note: SOD: superoxide dismutase; TBARS: thiobarbituric acid reactive substances; CAT: catalase; ,-HNE: ,-hydroxynonenal; MDA: malondialdehyde; ,-
HDA: ,-hydroxyalkenals; GSH: glutathione; GHS-Px: glutathione peroxidase; TAC: total antioxidant capacity; GST: glutathione-S-transferase.

In fact, we also demonstrated the relevance of some
animal studies a(ectivemanifestations, especially on anxiety-
related behaviour in the elevated plus maze speci)c test and
the correlation of its factors (e.g., time in open arms, head-
dipping, and stretching behaviour) with the main markers
of the oxidative stress from the amygdala (e.g., SOD, GPX,
or MDA), as a result of angiotensin (#–3) or angiotensin II
blockers administration, which resulted in anxiolytic e(ects
[!!, #5!, #5%].

In addition, a restoration for the lipid peroxidation
processes and nitrite concentration was obtained a2er coad-
ministration of melatonin and buspirone in a speci)c immo-
bilization stress test known to induce anxiety-like behaviour
[#"&]. Also, other antioxidant and anxiolytic agents have been
proven to be e(ective against the oxidative stress status such
as epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), green tea polyphenol
[#5,], and chlorogenic acid, a dietary polyphenol [#5&], as
we will insist in the last chapter of this minireview dedicated

to the relevance of the antioxidant administration in the
a(ective disorders.

'erefore, oxidative stress metabolism appears to have
important implications in the evolution of replicated a(ective
disorders aspects in animal models [4,], as synthesized in
Table !, but there is not yet a clear explanation to why
these processes occur. Consequently, the need to further
develop animal models and strategies is highlighted that
will eventually lead to an elucidation of the oxidative stress
mechanism in the a(ective disorders.

5. Genetic Aspects in the
Understanding of Oxidative Stress
Implications in Affective Disorders

'e implications of the genetic status into the most common
diseases have been lately intensely argued. 'us, in order
to )nd an explanation for the high prevalence of several
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diseases, the paradigm of genetic inheritance has been dis-
cussed. In this way, it seems that several classical diseases
such as high blood pressure, diabetes, and also someneurode-
generative disorders may be able to pass between generations
[#5$]. In fact, it is now well accepted that a strong inheritable
genetic component might be involved in the pathogenesis of
the a(ective disorders [#53].

In this way, many genes have been described to be
involved in a(ective disorders’ pathology.'ey may be asso-
ciated with brain growth factors, signal molecules, receptors,
chelation, and transport factors, while some of them are
actually genes which encode several enzymes and factors
implicated in brain oxidative status [#53].

Although the way in which the genetic component
actually increases the risk for a(ective disorders is not fully
understood, it is believed that the genetic components of
a(ective disorders may be a result of multiple gene modi)ca-
tions that lead to a speci)c environmental factor-dependent
liability. In this way, the bipolar disorder was found to be
the most likely to be inherited (up to 5"% probability by
additive genetic factors) [#55], while major depression (,"%–
3"%) [#54] and anxiety (,"–&"%) [#4"] are less probable to be
inherited by the descendants.

'erefore, a contradiction between theoretical heritabil-
ity and susceptibility premises and the actual clinical status
may occur. A good example in this way is the genetic
component of PTSD, which seems to occur in particular
genetic context and under particular environmental factors
[#4#]. Moreover, a signi)cant interaction between three poly-
morphisms in the GABA receptor gene was reported to be
involved in PTSD prediction in correlation to childhood
trauma severity [#4!]. Besides the neurotransmission regula-
tory function ofGABA receptors, it seems thatGABAalpha-!
receptor is also implicated in stress modulation via chloride
cotransporters domains, which are also activated by oxidative
stress responsive kinases [#4%]. In this way, since oxidative
stress may be a molecular response to psychological stress, it
might actually modulate the regulator of G-protein signalling
! (RGS!) [#4,], which is a part of the adrenergic receptors
during conditioned fear response. Also, recently several sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms of the FK&"$ binding protein
& (FKBP&) were found to interact with childhood trauma in
order to create PTSD susceptibility [#4&].

Similarly, oxidative stress may be involved in FKBP&
functionality due to the interaction between FOXO# (a
transcription factor involved in cell survival and modulated
by oxidative stress), glucocorticoid receptors, and increased
levels of psychological stress [#4$].

In addition, the female predisposition to PTSD may
be modulated by a recently found single nucleotide
polymorphism of estrogen response element, found on
pituitary adenylate-cyclase # receptor gene [#43]. It seems that
pituitary adenylate-cyclase activating peptide/pituitary
adenylate-cyclase # pathway exhibits a role in psychological
stress response, which is dependent on an estrogen response
element that conveys sex speci)c-modulation of fear
response. Moreover, this pathway seems to be involved also
in an oxidative stress protective system against ROS-induced
mitochondrial dysfunctions and apoptosis [#45].

Also, dopamine and serotonin receptors polymorphisms
may also be involved in PTSD predisposition due to the
limbic-frontal neurocircuitry complexity. In this way,
dopamine transporter SLC$A% and promoter region of the
serotonin transporter genes polymorphisms seem to give
high risk of PTSD, especially in increased risk environment
factors [#4!]. Dopamine receptor D! association with
oxidative stress is rather controversial, considering, for
example, that one recent study correlated a dopamine D!
receptor antagonist and anti-Parkinson medication with
reduced excitotoxicity and therefore reduced neuronal
apoptosis in oxidative stress conditions [#44].

Another previous study also associated D! and D%
dopamine receptor agonists with glutamate oxidative stress
inhibition in oxygen/glucose deprivation models [!""]. In
addition, other groups correlated organophosphates expo-
sure with oxidative stress and alterations in brain dopamine
and serotonin receptors of young rats, but still no actual
correlation between oxidative stress and these receptors has
been proposed [!"#].

In fact, although a clear correlation between genetic
components and PTSD has been made and all of these genes
may be directly or indirectly implicated in oxidative stress
modulation or development, no previous correlation between
all of them is available.'erefore, since the predisposition to
PTSD through these genes polymorphisms has been shown,
the oxidative stress pathways in which they may be involved
are almost unknown in PTSD conditions.

In this way, it can be stated that the genetic component,
the environmental risk factors, and their interaction in the
a(ective disorders development context are rather variable.
Based on this observation, the latest studies in PTSD genetics
actually revealed that identifying the speci)c genes or neuro-
biological pathways involved in PTSD development and the
speci)c modi)able environments associated with PTSD risk
(as well as the mechanism of interaction between the two)
could broaden posttrauma intervention approaches in PTSD
therapy or even result in some prevention mechanism [#4#].

Modern molecular biology and developmental biology
rely on a crucial paradigm. As all living organisms are
the result of a complex interaction between genome and
environment, the mental disorders seem not to deviate from
this pattern. In this way, interesting questions could arise: in
what way the genetic component would formulate a su+cient
background for a(ective disorders pathological development
and, on the other way around, how complex would the
environmental interaction be in order to provide su+cient
risk for pathologies to occur via oxidative stress development?
'erefore it seems that both questions eventually got answers
in the way that it has been shown by familial studies
[!"!, !"%] that several genetic modi)cations (mutations or
polymorphisms) in key genes could give rise to a su+cient
mood imbalance background.

Unfortunately, as the familial cases are thought to be
easier to screen and to prevent, these are only & to #"%
of all cases. On the other hand, twin and adoption studies
[!",, !"&] revealed that a close interaction exists between
the genetic background and the environment, raising several
environmental risk factors which could play an important
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role in building up the risk for a(ective disorders develop-
ment.

'ere are plenty of studies that revealed the genetic
component implications in the a(ective disorders occurrence
and rarely the same susceptibility locus shows up repeatedly.
'is is the reason why a genetic screening in a(ective
disorders is hard to produce any preventive actions.

In this way, a variety of genes have been shown to be
involved in a(ective disorders development (reviewed by
[#53]). Association analyses of PD genetics showed several
classical candidates such as monoamine oxidase A (MAOA),
catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT), adenosine A!A
receptor (ADORA!A), and cholecystokinin B receptor
(CCK-BR) genes [!"&]. COMT gene, for example, codes for a
catecholamine catabolic breakdown enzyme, which is known
to be involved in anxiety development as high levels of COMT
have been observed in patient’s serum [!"$].'e implication
of the most common COMT polymorphism in PD is also
rather controversial due to extremely di(erent study results
(reviewed by [!"&]). In this way, although there are studies
which negatively correlate COMT with PD, it seems that this
polymorphism remains as one of themost consistent )ndings
in PD genetics.

Furthermore, the correlation between COMT and oxida-
tive stress has not been studied much. Still there are several
studies which report high COMT activity and high oxidative
stress levels in vitiligo patients [!"3, !"5]; a more relevant
correlation between genetic implications in PD and oxidative
stress may be made regarding the mitochondrial monoamine
oxidase.

Also, MAO has been correlated with PD due to several
polymorphisms which modulate MAO gene transcriptional
activity [!"4]. Furthermore, a gender speci)cmodulation has
been demonstrated and was associated with PD in several
populations [!#"].'e association remains controversial due
to the fact that in other populations this correlation failed to
be shown [!##].

Also, the cholecystokinin (CCK) neuropeptide has been
associated with PD development. It seems that an interaction
betweenCCKanddopaminemay be involved in panic attacks
modulation [!#!]. In fact, ambiguous results have been
obtained through time in several studies and therefore the
exact correlation between CCK and PD is not known,
although it seems that CCK A receptor and dopamine D&
genes are closely situated on the short arm of the fourth
chromosome [!#!].

Another interesting association is referring to connection
between the serotonin transporter gene and both PD [!#%]
and OCD [!#,] pathologies.'is gene is coding for a protein
a(ected by selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)
medications, which are of course frequently used in anxiety
disorders treatment [!#&]. Interestingly enough, discrimina-
tion was made by showing that the modi)cations that lead to
PD or OCD are di(erent and a question arises: why the way
in which a molecule is modi)ed can change the pathological
features? Maybe the answer relies on the genetic components
involved in these two diseases development. In this way, the
same genemay possess di(erent polymorphic alleles of which
di(erent or opposed interactions lead to di(erent results. For

example, the serotonin receptor !A was associated with both
PTSD and PD [!#$].

Regarding the BD genetic component, it seems that most
of the genetic studies on this matter focused on the neuro-
transmitter systems, which can be in*uenced by medication,
and particularly dopamine, serotonin, and noradrenalin sys-
tems. In this way, direct implications were demonstrated for
themonoamine oxidaseA, &-hydroxytryptamine transporter,
and catechol-O-methyltransferase genes [!#3–!!"]. Also, the
implications of these molecules in oxidative stress status have
been partially explained, but no direct correlative study has
been carried out. Moreover, Menazza et al. [!!#] showed that
MAOAactivitymay increasemitochondrial ROSproduction,
which will lead to increased oxidative stress and myo)ber
damage. In this way, increasedMAOA activity in brain tissue
may also lead to increased oxidative stress, knowing that
the neurons are mitochondria-rich high energy consumers.
In the same way, COMT activity is thought to be oxidative
stress promoter in association with high catalase activity in
melanocytes and melanin biosynthesis [!"5].

Also, while COMT plays an important role in the brain
catechol amines degradation, it also degrades dopamine in
the prefrontal cortex area which leads to working memory
correlated tasks resolving. Since impaired working memory
has also been correlated to oxidative stress and damage [!!!],
it might be possible that high COMT activity is associated
with both agitation/disorientation and oxidative stress. Later,
D-amino acid oxidase activator gene and brain derived
neurotrophic factor gene became also of great interest, but
it seems that no actual evidence was found in this matter
[!!%, !!,], mainly due to the fact that most of these genes
are reported as schizophrenia susceptibility genes too. Sur-
prisingly, it can be observed that both D-amino acid oxidase
activator and brain derived neurotrophic factor are involved
in several oxidative stress pathways [#,, !!&], but a direct
correlation between these two and oxidative stress in BD has
not been yet showed.

In the same way, several susceptibility genes were
shown in DD and ANX development. In addition, the
brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) polymorphism
Val$$Met thought to be implicated in BD was also investi-
gated in DD. Just as in other genes’ case, the results were quite
controversial. In this way, no signi)cant association with
BDNF polymorphism or inconsistent evidence was reported
[!!$, !!3]. In spite of these reports, other variations in the
BDNF gene may be in*uencing the susceptibility to DD
[!!5]. 'us, recently a link between BDNF and oxidative
stress has been con)rmed in schizophrenia [!!4]. It seems
that the patients exhibit a signi)cant decrease in BDNF
levels and also in the activities of SOD and GPX. Moreover,
Numakawa et al. [!%"] showed that signi)cant correlations
can bemade regarding BDNF and SOD speci)c activity. Also,
they suggested that an interaction between BDNF and CAT
could be associated with the positive and negative syndrome
scale (PANSS) as a cognitive factor. Furthermore, a similar
PANSS factor (PANSS depressive factor) can be correlated
with the interaction between BDNF and GPX. In this way,
a possible association between BDNF and in*ammatory
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cytokines and also hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)
axis could emerge.

Another gene thought to be implicated in DD is trypto-
phan hydroxylase gene, which encodes for an important rate-
limiting enzyme of brain serotonin synthesis [!%#]. It seems
also that a speci)c brain isoform of tryptophan hydroxylase
(TPH!) may be the connection between serotonergic systems
and depression and BD [!%!]. In this way, both Zill et al. [!%!]
and Zhang et al. [!%%] groups reported genetic modi)cations
that could link TPH! gene to DD susceptibility. Further-
more, Kuhn et al. [!%,] reported a possible implication of
the oxidative stress status in TPH! activity, whereas THP!
oxidation leads to low TPH! enzymatic activity. In addition,
it seems that &-hydroxytryptamine (&HT) synthesis by miss
folding and aggregation due to the cysteine-rich structure
could also be highly susceptible to oxidative damage [!%&].
Furthermore, a very recent report showed increased systemic
oxidative stress in TPH! knock-out mice and also increased
lipid metabolism impairments which might be implicated in
serotonin de)ciency [!%&].

Other genes were similarly correlated to the DD devel-
opment, especially considering the wide implication in the
oxidative stress status and the association between high
oxidative stress and depressive symptoms. In this way, it was
reported that a polymorphic variant glutamic acid decar-
boxylase ! (GAD!) that is described as an enzyme involved
in GABA synthesis and which seems to be severely impaired
in ANX disorders [!%$] may be also involved in DD [!%3].
It also seems that GAD! enzyme is involved in an extensive
antioxidant system yielded by the astrocytes. In this way,
several reports showed that enhanced GAD! activity may
contribute to neuronal protection from oxidative stress in
vitro neuronal tissue cultures [!%5, !%4].

Also, controversial results were obtained in the case of
the polymorphisms for the regulator of G-protein signalling
! (RGS!) gene, which could be implicated in anxiety-like
behaviours [!,"], but also in PTSD, emotional distress, and
PD [!,#, !,!]. In fact, a correlation between RGS! and oxida-
tive stress was made in a report regarding the postischemic
RGS! upregulation, which leads to enhanced apoptosis in
astrocytes via oxygen-glucose deprivation [!,%]. Similarly,
another RGS family protein, called RGS,, has been correlated
with oxidative stress in postischemic and neurodegenerative
disorders. In this way, it seems that a common lipid peroxida-
tion product such as ,-hydroxy-!-nonenal can inhibit RGS,,
which further impairs the GTPase activity [!,,].

Several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within
the transcriptional coactivator PPARGC#A were also associ-
ated with the anxiety phenotypes. PPARGC#A was actually
discovered in the muscle cells and brown fat and thought to
stimulate mitochondrial biogenesis by increasing oxidative
phosphorylation and by enhancing oxidative respiration
[!,&], but it has been shortly connected to the nuclear
respiratory factors # (NRF#) and ! (NRF!), which are linked
to oxidative stress and also well correlated to ANX both in
human and rodent models [!%, %5].

However, we have to mention that a strong correlation
between genetics, oxidative stress, and a(ective disorders
has not been made quite clear due to the extreme genetic

variability of the individuals. Interestingly enough, many
correlations were observed between these susceptibility loci
and oxidative stress status observed in a(ective disorders.
Also, as mentioned before, some of the genes code for
proteins which are important enzymes involved in oxidative
or phosphorylation reactions which commonly use ROS.
In this way, at least hypothetically and theoretically, a link
between the neuroprogression biomarkers and the decline
observed in a(ective disorders can be made. Also, due to
the complex mechanisms underlying the pathophysiology of
these diseases, the way in which in*ammatory processes,
oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunctions, and apoptosis
are interacting is rather problematic and controversial.

6. Antioxidant Approaches for the Affective
Disorders Treatment

Of course, the reason behind studying the connection
between the a(ective disorders and the oxidative stress status
is represented by the need of exploring new approaches
towards the management of these important psychiatric dis-
orders. 'is acute need of )nding new therapeutic methods
is sustained by the position these disorders are occupying on
a worldwide scale. In this way, according to an estimative
perspective given by theWorld Health Organization (WHO),
major depressive disorder will be the second health problem
worldwide by the year of !"!" [!,$]. Evenmore, it seems that
in Europe and USA anxiety disorders are the most prevalent
psychiatric conditions [!,3–!,4].

In this way, by knowing that oxidative stress is an
important component in many diseases, the idea of coun-
teracting its e(ects emerged lately in the literature. 'us,
several approaches were designed, such as oxidant potential
inhibition and antioxidant system potentiation approaches.

'erefore several studies showed that oxidative stress in
the a(ective disorders can also be inhibited by psychiatric dis-
ease therapy itself, as this was demonstrated to be a causative
component [##, !&", !&#]. For instance, lithium can exhibit
mood stabilizing properties, but also antioxidant potential,
as some early phase studies regarding the oxidative stress
status in BD showed [!&!]. 'us, a six-week lithium therapy
can successfully decrease lipid peroxidation markers and
restore SOD plasma levels [!&%]. Moreover, these results were
comparable to prior studies on BD patients a2er manic and
euthymic episodes [#!,, !&,]. Furthermore, Banerjee et al.
[!&,] group showed that lithium antioxidant activity is linked
to Na+-K+-ATPase activity.

Also, when the modi)cation of oxidative stress markers
was followed in patients with depressive disorder a2er *u-
oxetine administration for three months, it was found that
the levels of some antioxidant enzymes like Cu/Zn-SOD and
CAT are signi)cantly higher in the patients group versus the
controls [#!,]. Moreover, it seems that also MDA levels are
signi)cantly lower during MDDmedication [!&&].

Additionally, it seems that oxidative unbalance in social
phobia patients can be corrected a2er eight weeks of citalo-
pram administration [!&$].
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Moreover, the normalization of these parameters over
the course of therapy has been demonstrated by a classical
case report of twin brothers diagnosed with mania. In
fact, this was presented as a situation where one brother
accepted therapy and the TBARS or SOD levels came back
to normal parameters a2er medication, whereas the other
brother refused the medication and these markers remained
unchanged, as well as the manic symptomatology [!&3].

Also, it was noticed that the aforementioned lithium
therapy can a(ect SOD activity in the BD patients, but also
in healthy volunteers exposed to this medication [!&5]. In
addition, consistent evidences are showing that the inhibition
of oxidative damaging processes provoked by injuries to rat
cerebral cortical cells by the chronic treatment with lithium
is remarkably e+cient [!&4]. It also appears that lithium
can boost GSH rates and also the expression of glutamate-
cysteine ligase [%#], while also helping antioxidant defense
mechanisms through the management of GST [!$"]. More-
over, additional reports indicated that lithium therapy in rats
can increase the speci)c activity of SOD and GPX in the
brain [!$#]. Also several human subjects treated with lithium
showed that decreased NO levels and increased SOD activity
can occur, as compared to )rst and the %"th day of hospital
admission [!$!]. In addition, in a %-month clinical trial it
was showed that increased GPX activity can be observed
a2er lithium treatment, as compared to before treatment
determinations and control subjects [#!$].

Anti-in*ammatory and antioxidant properties were also
showed for the antidepressants such as clomipramine and
imipramine, which resulted in decreased NO levels [!$%].
In addition, antioxidant properties and decreased NO levels
were reported for several SSRIs such as*uoxetine, citalopram,
*uvoxamine, or sertraline, together with reduced xanthine
oxidase activity [!$,] and lipid peroxidation processes [!$&].

However, there are still a lot of controversies regarding
the e(ects for the speci)c medication used for the a(ective
disorders on the oxidative stress status, since some other
studies suggested that antidepressant therapies could actually
be a facilitator factor for the oxidative stress generation. In
this way *uoxetine (as a *uorinated product) can induce
hepatotoxicity, as a result to increased oxidative stress activity
[!$$]. Also, amitriptyline can exhibit prooxidant activity as a
result to coenzyme Q#" life shortage and lipid peroxidation
potentiation [!$3, !$5]. More than that, oxidative stress
evaluation through F!-isoprostanes quanti)cation [!$4] in
depressed patients treated with sertraline or bupropion for
eight months revealed high rates of oxidation, despite some
psychiatric improvements [#%4]. In this way, although several
methodological issues were proposed, a clear argument of a
possible oxidative stress potentiation due to antidepressant
medication was not yet very clearly theorized [!3"].

In fact, in a speci)c review, Michel et al. group suggested
that antidepressant therapy and modulation of oxidative
stress are linked and are contributing in a speci)c way to the
oxidative balance [3, #!3]. Although, in the context of depres-
sion, various studies highlighted that GPX activity becomes
normal subsequently to subchronic therapy with antidepres-
sants [&$] and NO levels substantially diminish [!$!], it can
be noted that, in the treatment course with *uoxetine, the

speci)cations of oxidative and antioxidant context did not
modify *agrantly, while including acetylsalicylic acid in the
treatment scheme resulted in a signi)cant improvement for
the oxidative stress status [#!,]. One important argument
for this could be represented by the fact that the depressive
episodes in human individuals are de)ned by the presence of
in*ammatory components, which are representing of course
an originating site for the reactive oxygen species [3, !3", !3#].

Consequently the inclusion of a nonsteroidal anti-
in*ammatory drug could counteract in*ammation and
therefore could exert antioxidant actions. Several data are
adding up to the fundaments of this hypothesis which are
emphasising on the intensi)ed features for the association
of antidepressant therapy with antioxidants such as omega-
% acid [!3#] and N-acetylcysteine [!3!] in depressed persons
and also anxiety SSRI resistant adolescents, all of these result-
ing in a better outcome for the treatment course [##]. Again,
this enhancement of antidepressant power phenomenon
tested in anxiety SSRI resistant adolescent patients proved
that the treatment association with N-acetylcysteine (NAC)
resulted in anxiolytic e(ects [!3%].

As in the present paper we referred to the main antiox-
idant markers as being mainly enzymes, it must be stated of
course that antioxidant defense is also constituted in a nonen-
zymatic component (e.g., ascorbic acid, #-carotene, mela-
tonin, coenzymeQ#", vitamin E, zinc, and glutathione) [!3,].
In this way, for example, in MDD it is important to observe
the nonenzymatic antioxidant defense dynamics in order
to evaluate the psychiatric treatment yielding and to deter-
mine future mood attacks [!3&]. Furthermore, it seems that
many biological active molecules are implicated in oxidative
stress such as folic acid (vitamin B4) [!3$]. In fact, it has
been proven that vitamin B4 supplementation can induce
several important changes in the biochemical context of the
monopolar and bipolar depression [!33].

Coming back toNAC,which is a precursor of glutathione,
it has been shown that it can signi)cantly improve the
standard therapy, as a double-blind randomized placebo-
controlled clinical study performed by Ng et al. in !""5
demonstrated [#%]. In fact, NAC is considered a product
which can modulate glutathione levels [#,4] and it is already
cited as an adjuvant in BD therapy [!35]. In addition,
some studies showed that NAC could improve OCD-related
trichotillomania (pathological nail-biting and skin-picking)
[!34]. Still, there are also controversies regarding the usage of
it in the a(ective disorders, since the same author conducted
another study in order to evaluate the NAC potential to
alleviate DD outbreaks, with no signi)cant results obtained
in regard to its antidepressant potential [!5"].

Also, melatonin seems to be implicated in the antioxidant
defence, being in fact recognised as a ROS scavenger [!5#]. In
fact, several studies correlated the sleep deprivation to mood
disorders via melatonin secretion impairments [!5!]. In
addition,melatoninmodulators are being suggested as potent
mood regulators in BD, when used as adjuvant therapy to
valproate or lithium administration [!5%]. Moreover, con-
sidering the well-known implications of melatonin in regu-
lation of the circadian rhythm, melatonergic products have
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been noticed to have antidepressant capacity in depression
encountered in shi2 workers [!5!, !5,].

In addition, copper is another essential element for
the normal functioning of the antioxidant system, which
also plays an important role in immune system modula-
tion, myelin formation, erythropoiesis, and the synthesis of
hormones [#&&, #&$]. Also, changes in copper level were
noted in depressed patients [!5&]. In this way, knowing that
alterations in copper levels could lead to de)ciencies related
to anaemia, neuronal degeneration, and cardiac and immune
dysfunctions or that the exciding levels of copper could cause
cellular instability [!5$, !53] there is an obvious need to
control its homeostasis [!55]. Moreover, although the proof
of its implications in the oxidativemechanisms is pretty solid,
some animalmodels studies contradicted the clinical)ndings
[!5&] and therefore, there is still a need for the determination
of the real bene)ts for the copper therapy in patients with
depression [!55].

Also in the case of zinc, there are reports demonstrating
that it could exert some antioxidant e(ects, with proven
e(ectiveness in clinical and preclinical studies, through the
potentiation of the classical antidepressant treatment [!54,
!4"]. In this way, it was showed, for example, that there
is a positive e(ect generated by adjacent zinc therapy to
imipramine medication in the case of treatment resistant
depression [!4#]. In addition, an anxiolytic e(ect of zinc was
recorded in anxiety disorder preclinical [!4!, !4%] and clin-
ical [!4,] discoveries backing up this hypothesis that could
raise hope for the appearance of a new therapeutic avenue
for patients )ghting with anxiety, comorbid depression, or
depression [!4&].

Moreover, the in*uence of the ascorbic acid, an element
of the antioxidant defense [!4$], given to an animal model
with induced depressive symptoms, pointed out to a fast and
serious reverse e(ect for the behavioural and biochemical
de)ciencies associated with it [#"5], therefore proving its
potential positive e(ect in therapy.

Also, lately some studies suggested that omega-%-fatty
acids, initially given as adjuvant in psychotropic treatment
of depressive disorder [!43–!44], can be extremely useful in
MDD therapy [%""]. In this way, new studies regarding the
potential of omega-%-fatty acids in walnuts and )sh oils were
designed in order to overtake these drawbacks and to further
investigate this potential therapy direction (as reviewed by
[%"#]).

Other studies showed that lycopene (a carotenoid antiox-
idant found in tomatoes and other fruits and vegetables
[%"!]) may be an important antioxidant compound, which
exhibits no toxic reactions in the animal body [%"%]. In this
way, Francis and Stevenson found that a tomato-rich diet can
prevent depressive manifestations and revealed an indepen-
dent link to lower prevalence rates of depressive behaviours
in an elderly community population aged 3" years and over,
without any interconnection with intake of other vegetables
and depressive symptomatology [%",].

In addition, it seems that individual diet and nutrition
are highly important to the brain mechanisms involved in

mood and a(ective disorders. In this way, it was showed that
a diet saturated in fats and carbohydrates can cause several
mood-related brain mechanisms damage [%"&]. In this way,
increased oxidative stress due to unbalanced alimentation
was observed in common a(ective animal models as in*u-
encing ROS levels, ROS production, and lipid peroxidation
in brain tissues [%"$]. In addition, a correlation between high
carbohydrate diet and cognitive impairments was previously
demonstrated [%"3]. 'us, by adopting a healthy diet, the
oxidative stress levels may decrease resulting in a lower
mood disorder development and even decreased predispo-
sition. 'erefore, further research on this approach may be
extremely useful.

Several other studies [%"5, %"4] showed that physical
exercises can also be an important component in MDD and
ANX treatments. From here an assumption could be made
that they might also prevent a(ective disorders development.
Even though the mechanisms underlying the relationship
between the e(ects of exercising and the a(ective disorders
are unknown, some suspect also the possible involvement
of oxidative stress [%#"–%#%]. However, there are also some
controversies about this matter, since some studies supported
the protective role of exercise against oxidative stress, while
others demonstrated increased oxidative stress markers a2er
acute aerobic [%#", %##] and anaerobic exercise [%#%, %#,]. In
fact, it seems that ROS produced during exercise sessions
provoke speci)c adaptation and increased regulation in
antioxidant endogenous defenses, while antioxidant enzymes
activity is leading to higher resistance to oxidative stress [%#&,
%#$]. Also, our group previously showed that preadministra-
tion of vitamin C, for example, could prevent some oxidative
stress manifestations, generated as a result of ,"-minute bout
of bicycle exercise in young untrained subjects [%#$]. 'us
it seems that the correlation between physical exercise in
a(ective disorders patients and oxidative stress levels may
lead to the possibility of employing physical exercise as a
potential preventive therapy.

7. Conclusions

Due to the high oxygen use and many modulatory systems
which rely on redox potential exchange, it seems that the CNS
can be excessively exposed to oxidative stress.'e correlation
between the a(ective disorders which are a group of well-
studied psychiatric disorders sharing common socioa(ective
features and the almost ubiquitous pathological oxidative
stress can be described in a multifactorial background as an
importantmechanismof central nervous system impairment.
Whether the obvious changes which occur in oxidative
balance of the mood disorder patients are a part of the
constitutive mechanism or a collateral e(ect yet remains an
interesting question. However it is now clear that oxidative
stress is a component of these diseases being characterized by
di(erent aspects in a disease dependent manner.'erefore, a
signi)cant pattern of oxidative stress involvement in a(ective
disorders development can be theorized by further proposing
several biologicalmarkers that could be assessed in indicating
the oxidative status or antioxidant therapy e+ciency.
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